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IRISH OTTER SANCTUARY
On 31 May, the Irish Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ISPCA) officially
opened their new Otter and Wildlife Sanctuary at Longford and Paul Yoxon was honoured
to be asked to officiate at the opening ceremony.

Barbara Bent, James Bannon TD, Paul Yoxon, Mark Beazley (General Manager, ISPCA), Bernie Murphy & John Quinn

April 2006 - Before lake construction begins

You may remember that last
year one of IOSF’s supporters in
Ireland, Bernie Murphy, asked Paul
over to advise on setting up the
facility. At that time the area was just
grassland and scrub but what a
dramatic change. Countless hours
of hard work have resulted in a
two-acre site with a small lake and
shallower wetland area which can be
used to rehabilitate Irish otters.

In recent times, otter numbers have been declining in the Irish Midlands but the
ISPCA owns about 100 acres which also provides excellent habitat for wild otters. The
main reasons for the decline are poisoning, shooting, netting in lakes and rivers, and
pollution. Furthermore many of the wetlands used by toads and frogs as spawning
grounds have been lost, mainly as a result of the large-scale peat harvesting from the
bogs, intensive farming and building development.
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The opening was attended by local Irish MP, James Bannon TD, Barbara Bent, Chairperson
of the ISPCA and various members of the press. The publicity will also draw attention to
the otters in Ireland and how important it is to look after them.

May 2007 - After lake construction

We were given such a warm welcome in Ireland and the link between IOSF and ISPCA will
continue as they intend to come over and visit our Skye facility to learn more about the
practical side of caring for orphaned and injured otters.
For more information on the ISPCA go to www.ispca.ie

‘LIVING HOLTS’ – A DIFFERENT DESIGN IN OTTER HOLTS
Here is a brilliant design for artificial holts from Jonathan Bramley, Kent County Mammal
Recorder & Ecological Consultant.
I had the privilege some years ago of working for both Kent and then Sussex Wildlife
Trusts as their Otter & River Project/Wetland Officer (OARP Officer). In this role , like many
other Wetland Officers, I promoted and installed artificial otter holts along waterways in my
area ranging from the River Stour in east Kent to the River Rother on the Hampshire/West
Sussex border. These holts were and are still needed in many areas, such as SE England,
where wholesale removal of riparian trees was undertaken during the last century. This
removal changed the riparian environment for many organisms and otters lost many of
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their resting and breeding sites in the process.
It takes a long time for wetland trees to grow and develop into sites which are suitable as
otter holts, with large gnarled root systems and open spaces, and as a short-term measure
the construction of artificial holts is to be encouraged. If we exclude floating and raft holts
there are two basic otter holt designs that are widely used; a log-pile holt made from cut or
fallen logs and brash and a buried pipe and chamber holt built from breeze blocks, paving
slabs and drainage pipe.

Traditional artificial holt (photo: David Andrews)

Log pile holts are easy to construct and have that nice ‘made out of local materials’ feel.
They don’t though tend to last long as the logs rot and the roof of brash may fall in.
Properly constructed chamber holts can last decades but require the transportation of
paving slabs and breeze blocks to the waterway edge, which can limit the siting of a
particular holt. To be honest, the use of drainage pipe has always made me wince and
leaving this in the countryside sort of goes against the grain. However, there is an
alternative to the two basic otter holt designs.
Sarah Perkins, who was a predecessor of mine as the OARP Officer at Kent Wildlife Trust,
had an idea for a living holt. It is made entirely out of fresh cut willow which, if constructed
in winter, grows and develops in the following spring and for many, many years afterwards.
This design provides a rather instant gnarled root type system and has the ‘local materials’
feel of the log pile holt combined with the persistence of the chamber holt.
I and the staff at Sevenoaks Wildfowl Reserve first built a living holt some years ago and
just recently with the help of the Kentish Stour Countryside Project, Natural England and
others I have been involved with constructing another at Stodmarsh NNR. I am hoping that
some photos and details of the living holt may be useful to all those folks involved with
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wetland management and give an alternative to the two artificial otter holt designs that
tend currently to be used.
Materials needed for the living holt, freshly cut willow:
30 stakes, each stake of around 3-4 cms in width and 1 metre long
15 bundles of whips, each whip 2 metres or more in length.
2 or 3 small coppiced willow stems with side branches
First set out or dig out the basic shape of the
otter holt. In the photo the holt outline has
been dug into the soil to about 30 cms, with
the excavated soil being piled up behind. The
second step, which involves putting in the
stakes, has already been started. The basic
shape of the holt is a large chamber with two
runs.

Step three is weaving the whips around the
stakes. The stakes are all in and now the whips
are being interwoven around them to form a
wicker structure and give the holt strength.
Note the cut end of each whip is planted and
these and the stakes will grow on in the spring.

Step four is weaving the roof on. Three small
coppiced willow stems with side branches are
being planted in the centre of the chamber to
divide the chamber and give some structural
support to the roof which is going to be layed
over.
The living holt is an organic design and each construction will vary depending upon local
circumstances such as soil type and nature of willow material available. The design is easy
to modify, for example wattle and daub (mud and reed) could be used to fill in between
the willow weave and over the roof and runs. Whatever, it would be great to see more of
these living holts being constructed. Good luck with yours. Have fun!
I would like to thank all the participants who helped out in the construction of the living
holt pictured, especially Simon, Dave, Maria, Laura, Elena and Jason.
Jonathan Bramley, Kent County Mammal Recorder & Ecological Consultant, Forge House,
London Road, Dunkirk, Kent ME13 9LL Email: Jonathan.Bramley@btopenworld.com
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WORLD ANIMAL DAY
4 October 2007 has been set as World Animal Day. The purpose is
to heighten public awareness of animal issues and since it started in
2003 more and more people are becoming involved.
This is an excellent opportunity to do something to help otters and raise funds for IOSF, so
how about planning an event as part of this special day. If you go to www.worldanimalday.
org.uk you will find ideas and tips for organising an event in your area. And you can post
your own event on their site listings to publicise what you are doing to help otters.
But don’t forget to tell us what you are up to as we can supply you with leaflets, etc to make
your event special. And we will also give a special prize to the wackiest otter event and to
the person/group that raises the most funds.

CONGRATULATIONS
The Nature Conservancy of Oregon recently announced their Volunteer of the Year
– David Berg, President of the River Otter Alliance. David was presented with the Global
Conservation Impact Award for his contribution of over 1200 hours on a new Conservation
Project Database, called ConPro. Basically, this project now makes it possible for people
around the world – working on over 900 projects – to connect, share, and learn from those
who are working on similar conservation issues.

THANKS
We owe thanks to so many people without whom we could not do our work. To those who
help by telling us of otters in trouble – orphans, injured animals and those whose habitat is
threatened. To those who support our work by sponsoring the otters. To those who work
in a practical way in otter conservation here in the UK and abroad. And to those who have
funded major projects such as the Children’s Pack and the Proceedings of the Conference
held on Skye in 2003.

But there are some people who have to be singled out. One of these is Andy Race and his
staff at the fish merchants in Mallaig. Obviously we need a constant supply of fish for our
otters and at times this is not easy. But Andy and his team have never let us down and
have always managed to get fish for us from somewhere, no matter how bad the weather.
Thanks Andy.
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And finally!!! We have to say thanks again to Corrie Wilson and his long-suffering friends
and family! Corrie came to visit us recently and brought a kind donation of £63.08 which
he again raised by charging people to use the loo in his house. An idea for World Animal
Day maybe?

JEAN BARNARD
We were saddened to hear that Jean Barnard, a long standing supporter of IOSF, died in
December 2006. Jean had come to Skye on courses and was an enthusiastic and spirited
lady. Jean cared for all wildlife and she was kind enough to leave a generous donation to
IOSF in her will.
We decided to call one of our new cubs Jeannie after her as she, too, is “spirited”. So Jean
will often be in our thoughts. Thank you Jean.

EBAY ANIMAL CHARITY CAMPAIGN
With our last Newsletter we enclosed an appeal to support our work through the Ebay
Animal Charity Campaign, which was to run throughout April. Nearly 3,000 items were
listed on behalf of participating charities. But don’t worry if you missed it as the campaign
page will remain active for the rest of the year – just go to www.missionfish.org.uk/animals.

NEOTROPICAL OTTERS IN MEXICO
This is a summary of the report of a project funded by IOSF on the Neotropical otters (Lontra
longicaudis) in the three rivers of Temascaltepec in Mexico.
From January 2006 to April 2007,
fieldwork was carried out in
order to understand which
habitat features influenced Neotropical otter densities within our
study area.
During the research, we measured several environmental
features including water quality parameters (conductivity, TDS,
temperature, dissolved oxygen
Typical Study Area
and pH), riparian plant cover and
main prey abundance (rainbow trout, O. mykiss) in order to assess which of these and to
what extent they influenced otter densities.
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With the results of this assessment we managed to create a data base which was then
analysed statistically.
The results are as follows:
▴
▴
▴
▴

We estimated otter densities within our study area for each of the three rivers 		
ranging from 0 to 0.117/4-5 Km.
There are environmental differences between the three rivers, which can
account for the different densities in each of them.
The environmental features which best explain these differences are abundance
of prey, temperature and pH.
Plant cover did not correlate significantly with otter density.

Regarding the key environmental features, otter densities were higher within the rivers
with a higher prey abundance, which could be explained because rainbow trout usually
favour lower temperatures. This is very important because rainbow trout is not a native
species, but we focused the research on it because our previous work showed that it was
by far the most important component of otters´ diet in Temascaltepec.
Whenever an exotic species arrives in an area, it can disrupt the ecological balance, so in
the future; this issue should be addressed more carefully.
It is also important to stress that the rest of the features measured, were also different
between the rivers, especially those which could indicate water quality. We believe that
some of the measured features do not directly affect otters, but the rest of the aquatic
organisms on which otters could feed.

Taking samples
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During this research, we also noticed threats to the health of the rivers and therefore
otters, such as constant and direct pollution from houses. In addition there is a mine
nearby, which is dangerous because of heavy metals which could be contained in
discharges.
Recently camera traps have been set along one of the rivers to obtain photos of the
otters.
Finally, we wish to continue working with otters in this area, and hopefully we will be able
to start action to protect also the quality of water.
Jimena Guerrero, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad Autonoma del Estado de Mexico
(© photos: Jimena Guerrero)

IOSF wishes to continue supporting Jimena in her work so if you would like to contribute
please send a cheque marked “Mexico” to IOSF or you can donate at www.ottershop.
co.uk
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OTTERS IN CARE
As usual, spring is a busy time for us at IOSF – not that there ever is a quiet time! But
the early part of the year is often greeted with an influx of cubs, and this year proved no
different.
As you will have read in the last Newsletter, Eliza and Sniffer arrived from Cumbria in
January and after initial hesitation they became the closest of pals. Sadly this was not
to last for long as at the beginning of March Sniffer died. A post mortem examination
revealed that somehow he had contracted pneumonia but we have no idea how that
happened.

Eliza at the croft

Eliza was obviously very upset by this loss and she became even more private and
withdrawn, spending most of the time hiding under her blanket. A while later we moved
her to one of the croft pens which
has more privacy and she seems
to have settled there.

Maverick in his box
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The young otter which had
just arrived as we went to print
last time has now been called
Maverick. He still has his feisty
nature but sometimes we peek
into his sleeping box and see
his fat tum when he is lying
on his back with what appears
to be an almost smiling face –
unfortunately we never have the
camera on these occasions!

Mid March brought Jeannie, a young female from near Peterhead, who is also a “strong”
character. Two weeks later Catkin arrived, another female and also from Aberdeenshire,
but this time from Dyce. As usual we kept the two otters apart for two weeks but now
they are together and in the pen with a webcam so you can watch them on www.otterwebcam.34sp.com.

Catkin with Jeannie peeping

Jeannie and Catkin

Lelly and Tweed, from the Borders, were released at the end of March, and as far as we
know are surviving well.
In mid April, we were called to one of our neighbours as an otter had appeared in her porch!
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The otter was a young male which was quite thin but did not appear injured. However, he
died a couple of days later and it turned out that somehow he had managed to get some
grass into his lungs and this had caused a pneumonial infection. He had not displayed any
symptoms of this so the actual impact of the infection must have been quite sudden.
And so to Bangladesh, where we are helping to support the care of a male smooth
coated otter called Chitra, who is being cared for at the Wildlife Rescue Centre in Dhaka,
Bangladesh. In March Dr Feeroz wrote to give us the sad news that Chitra’s brother, Mitra,
had been killed when he escaped from the Centre.

Chitra (photo: Dr Feeroz)

Since then they have been having problems with Chitra, and at the end of April he
escaped. He was away for about 10 days but was eventually found and brought back
to the Centre. The main problem is that he is lonely - smooth coated otters are quite
social animals, unlike our Eurasian otters. At the moment Dr Feeroz and his colleagues are
working on the best solution for Chitra and we will keep you informed. Meanwhile enjoy
this latest photo of him.
If you would like to donate towards the cost of caring for the otters please send a cheque
marked “Otter hospital” to IOSF or you can donate on-line at www.ottershop.co.uk.
Thanks very much.
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OTTER ROAD MITIGATION
IOSF has been involved in two otter road mitigation conferences: one in North Wales in
November 2006 organised by the Cheshire Wildlife Trust; and the other in Holland in April
2007, which was organised by the IUCN (World Conservation Union) Otter Specialist Group.
IOSF’s Head of Operations, Paul Yoxon, gave presentations at both.
In Cheshire otters are making a gradual recovery, but the main threat is road
mortality. The seminar’s aims were to review the current best practice for road mitigation
for otters and to provide the opportunity to disseminate information amongst
highways and conservation practitioners - highway engineers, Local Authority ecologists
and wildlife officers.
The Holland meeting was opened by Professor Tom Serfass (University of Frostburg) who
has been involved with otter reintroductions in the USA for over 20 years. He explained
the holistic approach he has used, showing how the roles of the various stakeholders were
interlinked, highlighting especially the need to make all, including the general public,
aware of and involved in the project.

Delegates at the Holland conference
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Hugh Jansman set the scene in the Netherlands, he described the background to the
reintroduction programme, explaining the work to date and the genetic studies which
have shown the breeding success of the reintroduced population. The data on Road Traffic
Accidents (RTAs) were presented and each mortality was individually examined. Eleven
animals had died as a result of collisions with vehicles. The discussion that followed showed
that some animals had travelled over 40 km from the release site, with one approaching
the German border.

Example of wildlife reflector

The second morning was spent visiting different parts of the reintroduction and
surrounding areas to see the mitigation measures that were already in place – fences,
tunnels, exit points from canals etc. It was also an opportunity to see the habitat around
the release area, which appeared to be suitable for otters. The problems were clear: the
many roads that traversed the area between different wet areas and canals.
The afternoon began with an interesting presentation by Hans Bekker from Rijkswaterstaat. He explained the problems with fragmentation in the Netherlands and how the
government operated a policy of integrating road, water and environmental issues into
a single programme. For many it was an enlightening talk reflecting well on the Dutch
Government’s approach to nature.
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Habitat fragmentation and otter road mortality in the Uckermark (Brandenburg,
northeastern Germany)
Following on from this, Saskia Jancke of the Museum für Naturkunde der
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, has sent us the following report:
Brandenburg is one of the few regions in Germany with stable populations of Eurasian
otters. Their existence is mainly threatened due to fragmentation of the habitat and
increasing volume of traffic.
Otter road accidents in the Uckermark, a county of Brandenburg, were examined and
possibilities for their reduction as well as potential connections between habitats at
adequate localities were identified.
88 accident sites from the years 1990 to 2003 – as recorded by the Naturschutzstation
Zippelsförde des Landesumweltamtes Brandenburg (Brandenburg State Office for
Environment) – were categorised according to traffic and road patterns, otter habitat suitability, as well as presence and type of watercourse crossings.

The investigation area: Uckermark, Brandenberg
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Three groups of accident sites were categorised. Most otter road accidents were located
close to one or two watercourses parallel to the road. Furthermore, otters were frequently
killed at places where no watercourse occurred within a distance of 200m from the road.
Fewest accidents happened where a road crossed a watercourse.
Prediction of potential accident sites is complicated due to the special situation in the
Uckermark. In many other regions, otter road accidents mainly occur where roads cross or
pass watercourses. However, because of the Uckermark’s abundance of lakes, accidents
very often occur further away from watercourses, as otters move between lakes across dry
land.

A characteristic otter accident siteof the Uckermark, Brandenburg where a road runs parallel to a lake

Using the Geographic Information System, 211 potential accident sites on roads within
a distance of 200m from one or more lakes were identified. 123 of these localities were
categorised as especially dangerous, because of a speed limit of 70 km/h or more.
46 bridges were examined, and a catalogue of the current situation and otter protection
measures were compiled. 54% of the bridges were found to be dangerous for otters, at
15% of the bridges the danger was intermediate and 31% were safe for otters to cross.
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For every recorded and selected potential accident site, mitigation measures were
discussed and suggested. Constructing wildlife underpasses between two important
habitats, and creating banks as natural as possible under bridges where watercourses
flow under the road, should diminish the otters’ need to cross over the road. Furthermore,
the use of vegetation and fences to guide otters towards these tunnels and banks may
improve the acceptance of these measures. An otter traffic sign plus speed limit, an
option which is already used in other regions, can also be put up to reduce otter deaths
at problem sites. This method can be implemented instead of, or in conjunction with, the
structural mitigation measures described above.
Further information on this study is available from Saskia Jancke, Museum für Naturkunde der
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Invalidenstraße 43, D-10115, Germany or saskia.jancke@web.
de (photos © Saskia Jancke)

Box culvert with wooden ledge to diminish an otter’s need to cross over the road located in the town of Lychen, Uckermark
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NEWS OF OTTERS
If you want to keep right up to date on “News of Otters” check our website – go to
http://www.otter.org/news.html where you will find the new Regular Otter News section.
IT’S OTTER WORK
Volunteers have been working to clear scrub to allow visiting otters easy access to Paxton
Pits Nature Reserve, in Huntingdonshire. The otters often visit the lakes but need to cut
through Southoe Brook on their way from the River Great Ouse. The project is part of a
campaign called CSV Action Earth, which is supported by Morrison’s supermarkets and
organised by the national charity Community Service Volunteers.
The Hunts Post, 11 April 2007
OTTER MAKES ‘DEBUT’ ON FILM
The Otter Video Monitoring Project began last year to gain more information about otters
in Cheshire and has now produced the first known footage of an otter in this county. The
otter was captured on film in May on the River Gowy, where the curious creature is caught
having a good look at the camera equipment.
Chester Chronicle, 2 June 2007

(photo: Emil Barbelette)
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OTTERS RETURNING TO THE FENS
15 years ago, otters were almost absent from Cambridgeshire but now they seem to be
returning. The Wildlife Trust and Cambridgeshire Mammal Group are carrying out
five-yearly surveys, and having just completed a survey visiting 288 sites they have
discovered another increase in the number of otters.
Over the last five years otter numbers in the Fenland district have increased, especially on
the old course of the River Nene, the North Level Main Drain and the Twenty Foot River.
From a single site in 2002, there were 13 sites in 2007 showing signs of use by otters.
Cambs Times, 25 May 2007

Eurasian otter by river

OTTER SHOT IN EAST YORKSHIRE
Environment Agency officers are appealing for information after an otter was found shot
in the head at Frodingham Beck, near Driffield in East Yorkshire. The body of the adult male
was reported to an Environment Agency river bailiff by a member of the public. However,
a post-mortem showed that he had been shot before, as the 10-kilo otter had survived a
gunshot wound to his leg which had become infected.
It is not the first time there have been reports in the Driffield area of an otter being shot. In
February, officers went to a site to collect the corpse for a post-mortem but the body had
been removed by the time they arrived.
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Environment Agency conservationist Martin Christmas said: “Otters are one of our biggest
conservation success stories, and a lot of work has been done to encourage the species
back to our waterways. It is important that we catch this criminal and we are urging the
public to help us.”
The Environment Agency has now passed the case on to Humberside Police.
Anyone with information should contact Sgt Christopher Hine at Bridlington police
station on 01262 458751.
OTTER-TRAPPING DECREASES IN MAINE
Maine’s fur business has been a global one ever since the first French fur traders arrived
more than four centuries ago. There is a worldwide fur market of about $13 billion, but
trappers in Maine now see it more as a
lucrative hobby than a profession, but
otter fur has become very profitable for
Maine’s 2,300 trappers.
As IOSF has already revealed, many otter
pelts end up in Tibet, the world’s top user
of otter fur, as it forms part of the
national dress. But condemnation
by the Dalai Lama of the use of skins
from endangered animals, has led to
a bit of a clamp down by the Chinese
government.

American river otter

As a result, Tibet is no longer buying
otter, and the price has fallen from more
than $100 to around $50 and is expected
to drop further. The North American Fur
Auctions in Toronto, where many Maine
pelts are sold, is selling off its entire
inventory of otter pelts at auction, and is
telling trappers to cut back on harvesting otter until it develops new markets.

Editors note – let’s hope they don’t succeed in finding these new markets! This report is
taken from a local Maine newspaper, but as yet IOSF has no firm evidence that the fur trade
in Tibet has been effected to such an extent. IOSF obviously hopes that this is the case and
that the Fur Auctions will continue to decline.
Telegram.com Local News Worcester/Wachussett, 8 April 2007
ABORIGINALS MAY BE ALLOWED TO HUNT OTTERS
In April 2007 the federal Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada agreed
to downgrade the status of sea otters from “species with special concern” to “threatened”.
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This follows an increase in the population to about 3,200, having reached near extinction
in the 1920s.
Now, however, it is possible that aboriginals may be allowed to hunt them once more.
Otter skins were worn traditionally for ceremonial purposes and aboriginal people
coexisted with otters before the arrival of Europeans but the fur trade brought rich
rewards. The Nuu-Chah-Nulth Council of Hereditary Chiefs have asserted that they have
an aboriginal right to harvest sea otters and that they will exercise that right.
Vancouver Sun, 29 May 2007
18 YEAR OLD SEA OTTER IN VANCOUVER
Nyac, a sea otter in Vancouver Aquarium, is 18 years old and is one of the last surviving
otters of the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska in 1989. 5,000 otters were killed but Nyac was
rehabilitated and has even produced three pups.
VANCOUVER 24 HOURS 21 June, 2006
INCREASE IN CALIFORNIAN SEA OTTERS
More sea otters than ever have been counted off the California coast with a total of 3,026
southern sea otters spotted during an annual census in May. This represents an increase of
more than 12% from last year but the figures must be treated with caution.
The three-year average rose from 1983 to 1995, dropped for three straight years from 1996
to 1998, and has risen since. Over the last three years the average has increased from 2,751
to 2,818, which represents an increase of 2.4%.

Sea otter (photo: William F Bryan)

Lilian Carswell of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service said scientists are “guardedly optimistic
about the slight increase” in the latest three-year average. But to remove southern sea
otters from the federally threatened list, those average counts “would have to exceed 3,090
for three continuous years.”
The Tribune,
SanLuisOpispo.com 2 June 2007
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ANOTHER SEA OTTER DIES FROM “CAT” PARASITE
A sea otter admitted to the Alaska Sealife Center has died from the parasite, Toxoplasmosis
gondii. The animal was found in waters off Tonsenia Point but had to be euthanased after
it did not respond to a week of intense care.
This parasite is often found in cat faeces and so it is certainly possible that it was
transmitted to the otter by someone not disposing of cat litter properly. It is already
believed to have played a role in the deaths of hundreds of sea otters off the coasts of
Washington and California.
The Associated Press, 18 May 2007
ITALIAN OTTERS
Following on from Otter News 46, in Serre Persano near to WWF’s site “Oasi di Persano”,
there were plans for a huge refuse dump, in spite of the fact that this is a protected area
and otters are known to be in the Sele river. The local people of Serre proposed another
site called “Macchia Soprana” which was far from the protected area, but the Authorities
did not seem to want to accept this solution. Police and soldiers began to remove people
who were trying to defend the land so that machines could start operations.
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(photo: Luigi Scapolatiello)

However, in a turn around, the government have transferred the location to
another site well away from the protected area. Thanks to the Serre people for their
concern and action.
Giovanni Roviello
http://www.campaniameteo.it/articoli.asp?Sezione=Escursioni&ID=24

(photo: Luigi Scapolatiello)

Take a look - Otter videos online!
IOSF has been told of two websites showing “cute” otter videos:
http://www.thelondonpaper.com/cs/Satellite/london/news/article7286?packedargs=
aid%3D1157147047286%26suffix%3DArticleController has a video taken at Vancouver
Aquarium. This shows two sea otters floating around and appearing to “hold hands”. What
is more likely is that the otters are used to wrapping themselves in kelp (seaweed) to stop
them floating away while they are sleeping. As there is no kelp in the aquarium they are
holding on to something else – each other.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmLQkBcemyE has a video of otters playing with a
ball at London Zoo.

STOP PRESS... STOP PRESS... STOP PRESS... STOP PRESS
We still have places available on our September 2007 Otter Detective Training Course.
The dates are from 24-29th September 2007.
For more information take a look at our Factfile and to book online, visit our website:
www.otter.org/holiday.html
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE SKYE CONFERENCE
At long last the Proceedings of the
International Conference held on Skye in 2003 are available.
These Proceedings include nearly 70
papers from European otter experts
on various issues concerning the
“Return of the Otter in Europe” –
a must for those concerned with their
conservation. Anyone wishing to
purchase a copy can find them on
www.ottershop.co.uk
or phone 01471 822 487.
IOSF

®

INTERNATIONAL OTTER SURVIVAL FUND

Proceedings of the European Otter
Conference “Return of the Otter in
Europe - Where and How?”

Journal of the International Otter Survival Fund No. 2

Edited by J.W.H Conroy,
A.C. Gutleb, J. Ruiz-Olmo
and G.M. Yoxon
Isle of Skye
30th June - 5 July 2003
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